Abstract-We identify two typical problems in WLAN hotspots that result in unbounded unfairness between upstream and downstream flows. The first unfairness problem arises due to the uniformity of the MAC layer protocol at the access point (AP) and user nodes, that results in equal share to the AP and the user nodes but not to the individual flows. The second unfairness problem arises due to the inability of the physical layer to distinguish frame errors due to hidden terminal based collisions and frame errors due to poor signal strength. We present FairMAC, a deployable solution that addresses these unfairness problems without requiring a change to the 802.11 protocol. Thus our solution is immediately deployable in the millions of currently operational hotspots. We evaluate the performance of our protocol using simulations and a prototype implementation. We show that FairMAC provides fair access to all the flows regardless whether they are originating at the AP or a host.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a tremendous growth in number of Wireless LAN (WLAN) hotspots. With increasing number of hotspot users, throughput fairness becomes a critical problem. The problem of fairness in ad-hoc networks [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] and WLANs [7] , [8] , [9] has been widely studied. However, the problem of unfairness between downstream and upstream flows has received limited attention [7] , [8] . Moreover, most of the proposed solutions require changes to the MAC layer making it inapplicable for the millions of currently operational hotspots.
We study two different problems that result in unfairness between upstream and downstream flows. As the 802.11 MAC layer is targeted for per-node fairness, the amount of share of the channel obtained by an AP is independent of the number of users being served by it. As a result, an upstream flow from a user terminal can significantly reduce the downstream flows from the corresponding AP, as illustrated in the following example. Assume that s users are sending data and the AP is transmitting unicast data to r users. Although in this paper, we are assuming that a user is either a sender or a receiver, the generalization where a user can be involved in multiple upstream and multiple downstream flows, is straightforward. We define a flow to be an ordered pair of nodes sharing the channel. The fair share, of each flow therefore, is 1 s+r of the channel bandwidth. However, in 802.11 the AP competes equally aggressively as the s senders. Thus, the s senders receive The ratio between a sender's share and the fair share is s+r s+1 . Therefore, for a constant number of users in a domain, i.e., constant (s + r), the ratio is higher for lower number of senders. A graphical description of the above calculation is presented in Figure 1 , where the total number of hosts is 6 and the number of senders is varied from 1 to 5. Observe that if there are a few senders, which is the typical scenario, then the senders can obtain an unfairly large share of the channel. For s = 1, we observe that the sender gets Presence of Hidden terminals and the behavior of IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol can also result in unfairness between downstream and upstream flows. Both collisions due to hidden terminals, and poor transmission channel conditions, show up as bit errors in frames. In 802.11, for both these cases the terminal defers transmissions for a period of time, referred to as EIFS (Extended Inter-Frame Spacing), in order to allow the channel to recover from its error state. We have observed that in typical scenarios hidden terminals may receive control packets at very low power resulting in their less aggressive channel access (due to deferral for EIFS periods) and correspondingly lower channel share.
In this paper we propose a mechanism called FairMAC, to solve the above unfairness problems using a highly deployable approach which does not require any changes to the 802.11 standard. Our approach controls the traffic entering the MAC layer and works above the MAC layer. In particular it can be implemented as a sub-layer directly above the MAC layer. We study the performance of our protocol with simulations and a prototype implementation. FairMAC is also applicable to realistic scenarios with time-varying channel conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents two scenarios demonstrating the unfairness problems in WLAN. Section III gives details of the FairMAC algorithm. The performance evaluation using simulations and prototype implementation are described in Sections IV and V respectively. Section VI outlines related work and Section VII concludes the paper with pointers to some open issues.
II. WLAN UNFAIRNESS
Nodes in a WLAN cell may be within or outside the transmission range of each other. For both the scenarios, we show unfairness between upstream and downstream flows. hotspot with 6 user nodes, where some users are senders and the rest are receivers. Assume that the flows have backlogged UDP traffic. Figure 2 (based on simulations) shows the total number of packets received for each flow, for varying number of senders. Observe that the graph closely matches the ideal graph shown in Figure 1 . We observe that when the number of senders is 0, 5 or 6, all flows get approximately the same share of the channel. For the case with 1 sender and 5 receivers the sender gets half of the bandwidth. Similarly for cases with 2, 3 or 4 senders, we observe that the senders receive higher share of the channel. Observe from Figure 2 , that when a sender joins a group of receivers, it takes away half of the bandwidth, and the bandwidth of the receivers, therefore drops drastically. As most of the traffic is typically downstream, such unfairness is common in real WLANs. (Figure 3) . By analyzing the results, we discover that the observed unfairness is a result of the nodes' inability to distinguish frames in error due to collisions and frames that are received with a very low power. In the scenario described in Figure 3 , node A is not in range of node B, and therefore the CTS and ACK from the node B are received at node A with a power level lower than required for a successful reception of a packet. This frame arrives with high bit errors requiring node A to defer transmissions for a period called EIFS (Extended Inter-Frame Spacing). This deferral after a successful transmission of a Flow 2 packet, causes node A to contend less aggressively. However, after a successful transmission of a Flow 1 packet, both node A and the AP will contend equally aggressively. The net result is that Flow 1 gets reduced throughput, and unfair channel access as compared with Flow 2. Although the simulation results are based on typical parameters in ns-2 such as 250m transmission range and 550m sensing range, the observed unfairness persists over a different region of the WLAN cell if these numbers were to change.
III. OUR APPROACH
We seek to design a solution with the following goals:
• Per-flow fair: The solution should provide per-flow fairness, where a flow is defined as a packet stream between a pair of nodes (i.e., AP or user-terminals).
• Deployable: It should not require changes to the 802. 11 standard to ensure that the solution is highly deployable and immediately applicable to the millions of already operational hotspots.
• Minimal overhead: The protocol must minimize the signaling overhead for achieving fairness.
To meet these design goals, our approach FairMAC resides above the MAC layer. It controls the traffic entering the MAC layer by maintaining a rate, to provide per flow fairness. Periodically (every cycle) each node computes the fair share, which is then enforced using a token bucket at the FairMAC layer. A flow which is satisfied and whose rate is below the computed fair rate, maintains its previous rate. All other flows use the fair rate. The fair share is therefore, defined as the maximum rate such that the bandwidth is fully utilized, given the constraint that satisfied flows with lower share than the fair share will continue to send at the previous rate. Note that this is same as max-min fair allocation. To provide per flow fairness the AP is required to maintain per flow (by definition of flow, here it means per host in the shared media) queues and maintain separate rates for each queue. Note that the methodology used in this algorithm and our techniques could be used to achieve other notions of fairness [1] , [2] as well.
The pseudo-code for FairMAC is presented in Figure 4 . Let n be the number of active (sending/receiving) flows in the network at some given time. The algorithm receives as input the channel capacity, B, the rates of the flows b i , and whether they are satisfied s i ; it outputs, b f , the fair rate. This algorithm is executed every cycle at each node (hosts and AP). Let S be the group of satisfied flows and let U be the group of un-satisfied flows. Then, assuming all the satisfied flows are transmitting below the fair rate, line 4 in Figure 4 gives the fair allocation rate, b f , since it divides the bandwidth not used by the satisfied stations evenly among the other stations. However, in general, it may be the case that the calculation in line 4 of the pseudo-code will result in some satisfied flows with a rate higher than the fair share. In that case, we iteratively mark the satisfied flows with the highest rate as not satisfied and repeat the calculation (lines 8 -11 in Figure 4 ). Though, in theory, this process is linear in the number of flows, in practice it poses no problem since the number of flows is not expected to be large. In cases where this is a concern, one can apply a binary search algorithm for calculating b f which repeats the calculation only logarithmic (in the number of different flow rates) number of times.
S ← S − {j} 10.
U ← U + {j} 11.
goto line 4 In the static case where demands of all the flows are stable, our algorithm computes the fair share b f using step 4 of the pseudo-code. All flows that require a rate higher than b f , get the same equal rate of b f while the rest of the flows get the full amount of their demand. In the dynamic case, where the number of flows (and also their demands) may change, we re-compute the fair share every cycle. Thus, the actual convergence time depends on the choice of length of the cycle. Shorter cycle will speed up the convergence but the computational cost also increases. Thus, we want to keep cycle length in the appropriate range to avoid unnecessary fluctuations and bandwidth under-utilization.
For computing the total bandwidth, several techniques can be used. If some flows are backlogged, then the channel is very likely fully utilized, and the total number of packets sent in the last period is a good approximation of the total channel capacity. The capacity can also be calculated based on the time a packet spends in the MAC layer after passing down from the FairMAC layer. We are currently using the former mechanism and investigating ways to incorporate the latter in order to provide a better and more general mechanism for estimating the channel capacity.
For determining the satisfied or unsatisfied status of a flow, the queue-length can be used as an indicator. If the queue length is beyond a certain threshold, then the node is backlogged and hence should be unsatisfied with its current rate. The satisfied bit can then be sent in the type-of-service field in the IP header. Each node can promiscuously listen to all the traffic (data and MAC control packets) in the WLAN cell, and independently compute the fair share using the estimated bandwidth. However, promiscuous listening is energy inefficient and such independent computations may be inaccurate if packets are not snooped correctly due to channel interference. As all the traffic in the cell goes through the access-point, it can assist in more accurate computation of the fair share. Each AP periodically (every mega-cycle) propagates the fair rate it computes. In a WLAN installation where the served region has higher chances of having hidden terminals, the mega-cycle can not be too long. However if the channel has low interference, the independent computations of the nodes may be accurate and the mega-cycle could be longer. Currently we are using a separate broadcast packet for sending fair share information from the AP every mega-cycle. The fair share can be encoded in a few bits to represent discrete bandwidth levels. This information can be piggybacked on the beacons from the AP or other packets transmitted from the AP. Another strategy is to periodically update the state (satisfied bit and rate of every flow) at every node by propagating the information from the AP. The nodes then use this state and then continue updating their local view based on the packets they snoop, till they obtain the next state information (which is more accurate) from the AP. This mechanism allows the nodes to carry on their approximate computation till they receive more accurate information from the AP. However, this mechanism requires the AP to propagate more information than just the fair rate.
Next we describe how to avoid the need for the satisfied bit. The key observation is that all flows that are not satisfied, will typically use the same rate, while satisfied flows will have a smaller rate. This is true since all flows run the same algorithm based on the same information from the last iteration. Thus, they all will compute the same fair share. Note that the actual rate of the flows may be smaller than the fair share due to arrival of new flows. However, this will affect all flows, so the fact that all unsatisfied flows will have the same rate still holds. Now, in order to decide which flow belongs to the set S, each station looks at all the b i s and computes the maximum flow b max . All flows within a factor of δ from this value are going to be in U , and all other flows are going to be in S. In other words, we use S = {i | b i < b max − δ}, and U = {i | b i ≥ b max − δ}, in lines 2 and 3 of Figure 4 , instead of using the s i bit. The value of δ should be as small as possible but it should account for variations in throughput due to random channel access. It can also be represented as a fraction of b max .
For each flow, the FairMAC layer needs to maintain a logical packet queue and a token bucket. A host normally has only one flow to the AP, and so it needs to maintain only one packet queue and one token bucket. However, the AP maintains one logical packet queue and one token bucket for each user. To select the particular queue to serve, a round-robin mechanism could be used to check the token buckets of the flows. The rate could be computed in terms of packets/sec or bytes/sec. The token bucket correspondingly has to be in terms of packets or bytes. The token bucket could be implemented as a counter and the value of the counter denotes either the number of packets or number of bytes that may now be sent to the MAC layer.
FairMAC is highly deployable as it does not require changes to the MAC layer and resides as a sub-layer above the MAC layer. It provides short-term as well as long-term fairness, as packets entering the MAC layer are rate controlled at every node sharing the channel. FairMAC does not require changing any packet formats. The optional information that needs to be propagated if the AP chooses to send periodic (every megacycle) updates to all the other users, only requires a few bits. Thus, FairMAC meets all the design goals listed earlier.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: SIMULATIONS
We present results from simulations in ns2 for a single WLAN cell to establish the correctness of FairMAC. The raw channel capacity of 2 Mbps and transmission range of 250 m is used. The height of the token bucket was set to 2. The queue threshold to determine if a node is satisfied with its flow or not, was set to 3 packets. Our experiments were based on UDP flows with a packet size of 512 bytes. The rate compute cycle and the rate broadcast mega-cycle were set to 0.1s and 0.5s respectively. Figure 5 shows that by using FairMAC, all the senders and receivers receive almost the same share of the channel across all cases, i.e., for varying number of senders. Based on promiscuous listening all the nodes learn of the 6 flows trying to access the channel. Nodes also learn that all the flows are unsatisfied, as they are backlogged. Therefore the channel capacity computed is divided equally (see algorithm description in Section III) and our FairMAC layer constrains the packet flow to the fair share.
Scenario I: Mutually in-range nodes:
In a typical scenario, we would expect most of the users to be downloading data and only a few sending data. This would correspond to the few senders and more receivers scenario in our experiment which leads to heavy unfairness in current systems using IEEE 802.11 (see unfairness for number of senders = 1 or 2 in Figure 5 ).
Observe that the sender(s) usually get slightly higher share of the channel. This effect is because of our approach of achieving fairness by mechanisms above the MAC layer, without modifying the MAC protocol. Once the MAC layer receives a packet from our FairMAC layer, the FairMAC layer loses control of the packet, and the packet is (re)transmitted according to the MAC protocol. Therefore, forcing the MAC layer to support a high rate is comparatively difficult than forcing a lower rate. Thus, for multiple receivers, the AP has to send data at a much higher rate than the senders and this leads to the AP not being able to exactly acquire its fair share. sec of simulation we observe that the uplink flow (Flow 1, A→AP) receives 5814 packets whereas the downlink flow (Flow 2, AP→B) receives 25287 packets which is higher by a factor of 4.3. In case of FairMAC, the two senders, namely the AP and the node A learn from promiscuous listening about each other, compute the available bandwidth, and share the bandwidth among them as both the flows are unsatisfied, i.e., both the flows are backlogged (see Section III). Thus, the flow of packets entering the MAC layers of the AP and node A are constrained to occupy only the fair share of the channel. In case of FairMAC, the A→AP flow receives 14534 packets and the AP→B flow receives 15999 packets. In case of FairMAC, the share of the AP→B flow is always slightly higher than A→AP flow, which is a result of the MAC behavior presented in Section II, but its effect is highly reduced by FairMAC due to controlled rate of packets arriving at the MAC layer. By zooming into 0.5 sec of simulations (Figure 7) , we observe that the unfairness is not only long term but also observed over very short term. The figure also shows that the flows in FairMAC are well interleaved which leads to short term fair channel access which is missing in case of the regular MAC.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents the results from experiments on our test-bed for understanding implementational issues, and demonstrating the benefits of FairMAC. The implementation requires two main components: a policer that sits in the IP layer and limits the throughput of outgoing packets and a snoop agent that monitors and sets the fair share bandwidth value.
We used the Dummynet system (www.dummynet.com) for implementing the token bucket. Dummynet is a system utility that permits the control of traffic going through various network interfaces, by applying bandwidth and queue size limitations. This is implemented using a mechanism called a "pipe". A Dummynet pipe is characterized by bandwidth, delay, queue size, and loss rate, which can be configured with the ipfw program. For our snoop agent, we modified Tcpdump by adding a new FairMAC algorithm option. Tcpdump is a program that allows us to snoop packets from the network interface card efficiently using the Berkeley Packet Filter. Using the new option, Tcpdump calculates the host's fair share bandwidth by monitoring traffic promiscuously on a specified interface. At the end of each cycle, if the algorithm determines that the host's monitored bandwidth and the host's calculated fair share bandwidth differs, then Tcpdump invokes the ipfw program and sets the calculated fair share value as the new bandwidth for the outgoing pipe.
In our test-bed one PC serves as a base station, three other PCs serve as mobile hosts, and another PC serves as a fixed host. The mobiles connect to the base station through a 2Mbps wireless LAN while the fixed host is connected to the AP through a 10Mbps Ethernet. In our experiments, the mobile hosts and AP were in range of each other and thus did not experience the hidden terminal problem. Also, all the measurements were obtained on 333MHz PCs running the FreeBSD 3.1 operating system. Figure 8 versus time when our FairMAC algorithm is not running. At time 0, we start with one sender and one receiver; we see that the sender and receiver achieve similar throughput of around 900Kbps (see Table I ). At time 100 seconds, we add another mobile receiver into the system for a total of two receivers and one sender. It is clear that the two receivers get a much smaller share of the bandwidth of around 450Kbps while the sender continues to achieve higher throughput of around 900Kbps. At time 200 seconds, one of the receiver departs and we find that the system becomes fair again with the sender and receiver sharing the same throughput. Figure 8 (b) shows that the throughput for FairMAC. Between 0 to 100s and 200 to 300s, the throughput is nearly 900 Kbps for all the flows (also see Table I ). At time 100 seconds, when a mobile receiver is added, all the flows get similar bandwidth of around 570Kbps. Also, note that the FairMAC algorithm is able to ratchet the sender's rate down to the fair value very fast (a couple of seconds) and maintains that value in a stable manner. Another side benefit to achieving a fair share of the multiple-access channel is reduced variability. Note that the variability of the receivers is much less in Figure 8 (b) as compared to receivers in Figure 8(a) between time 100 and time 200 seconds. At time 200 seconds, when one of the receiver departs we find that FairMAC again reverts the senders back quickly to the higher fair share value of around 900Kbps. Thus, the FairMAC algorithm is able to dynamically maintain a stable and fair share access to the wireless multiple-access channel.
VI. RELATED WORK
Most solutions for solving unfairness issues in wireless networks require changes to the MAC layer. Deng and Chang [10] suggested to change the back-off period according to the station's priority. The lower the priority the higher is the maximum back-off period. Barry et al. [11] followed this line and suggested to use two distinct back-off periods for two priority classes. Vaidya et al. [1] suggested a distributed algorithm that calculates the back-off period for the stations such that the resulting access to the channel will closely match the Self-Clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ [12] ) scheduling. Aad and Castelluccia [13] suggested three differentiation mechanisms based on scaling of the congestion window, modifying the IFSs, and changing the maximum frame length.
Lu et al. [8] were the first to identify the problem of fairness among users in a wireless LAN due to the different role of the AP. However, their solution, to the problem was a centralized scheduling algorithm to be performed at the AP. In addition, their solution required a special MAC algorithm where slots for transmission are specifically allocated to the other stations based on scheduling algorithm. Nandagopal et al. [2] suggest a fairness model that also identifies the difference between node fairness and flow fairness. The model is used to compare the fairness achieved by different back-off mechanisms. Pilosof et. al. [7] study unfairness among TCP flows in wireless LANs using real experiments, simulations and analysis. TCP's closed loop control and the IEEE 802.11 MAC together are found to cause high unfairness between upstream and downstream flows, especially when the buffer at the base-station is small.
Another line of research [14] suggests to employ bandwidth reservation in order to support quality of service (QoS). This approach is suited for flows that have specific QoS requirements, but cannot be used for fair sharing of flexible flows, such as IP best effort traffic and ATM ABR traffic. In addition, the method fails to integrate best effort and QoS traffic in the same MA channel. Using our proposal for the best effort traffic can, thus, augment this standardization effort [14] .
Koksal et al. [3] noticed problems with short term fairness in CSMA/CA systems. We show here that long term problems exist as well, and our algorithm is shown to preserve fairness in both short and long term. The unfairness resulting from the hidden terminal in multi-hop wireless networks is also addressed by solutions for max-min fairness using MAC layer modifications by several papers [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] . To the best of our knowledge the specific problem of WLAN unfairness in upstream and downstream UDP flows, and solutions that do not require changes to the MAC layer were not studied before. In [15] , the authors report unfairness problems in 802.11 based networks that occur due to differences in signal strength. Fair scheduling algorithms that consider the effects of channel errors [16] , [17] require changes to the MAC layer.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We presented two typical scenarios that can result in unbounded throughput unfairness between upstream and downstream flows. We proposed a deployable solution which can be implemented as a sub-layer directly above the MAC layer for providing fair channel access. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our protocol with simulations using ns2 and experimentation in a WLAN test-bed with a prototype implementation, and observed that it provides fair access to the channel.
As part of future work, we plan to study the effect of interference from multiple adjacent cells and external noise sources. Noise introduced from neighboring cells or other sources results in varying available bandwidth at different locations in the cell. For robust bandwidth estimation, the basestation can learn the channel bandwidth estimations from each terminal and use such estimates along with its own estimation, to compute accurate fair shares. As pointed out in Section III, more general techniques are needed for monitoring the available channel bandwidth in real time.
